It is with great enthusiasm that my husband and I recommend Faith Academy to
anyone seeking a quality childcare center. Not only does Faith Academy provide a safe
and caring environment for our child, they are also highly dedicated educators. Our
daughter is enrolled full-time, so we decided it would be best to place her in a Pre-K
program that would prepare her with basic skills necessary for her academic future.
Faith Academy offers a faith-based curriculum that is age appropriate and fun, yet
educational. Faith Academy provides ongoing individual developmental assessments of
the students and works with the parents to identify goals to ensure the curriculum is
developmentally appropriate. In addition to “school work” my daughter gets to explore
and show off her creativity with science projects and crafts. I look forward to opening
my daughter’s folder each day to see the amazing masterpieces she and I are so proud to
put on display! I have no doubt that my daughter is receiving the highest quality
education for her age.
Faith Academy employs highly qualified individuals who are either accredited
teachers and/or have a special place in their heart for children. The teachers are
competent and genuinely care about each child. We have personally met each of the
staff members and are always greeted with a smile. Our daughter willingly participates
in activities, she interacts with other teachers and students, and she is not intimidated
by her environment. She looks forward to “school” and it makes us happy to know she
is always in the best-of-hands. I can say with confidence that Faith Academy has the
best staff!! There is zero employee turnover and my daughter’s teachers have been the
same since day one! I’m most familiar with Ms. Angela and Ms. Alice and I highly
recommend them; although, ALL the teachers, whether full- or part-time, are
exceptional. Faith Academy provides its staff with resources necessary to do their
designated jobs; which, provides a high level of job satisfaction that indirectly
transcends down to how they relate with the kids. It is obvious that Faith Academy
cares about its team of great employees, who in turn care about the kids.
Faith Academy prides itself on communication, which is both promised and
delivered. We are very impressed with the amount of communication, both in person
and in newsletters that we receive on a weekly basis. It is refreshing to be “in the loop”
and apprised of daily happenings, upcoming events, etc. Additionally, a weekly
newsletter is sent to parents with “at a glance” information for the coming week….
a must-have for the busy household that can only tackle a week at a time.
Removing our daughter from a previous daycare facility was not an easy decision
for us and we were honestly not sure what to expect from Faith Academy. We were
specifically concerned about having to pack my daughter’s lunch every day and how this
would affect our budget and routine at home. With all honesty, it is not a big deal at all.
Since, Faith Academy is all about natural and wholesome, I decided to incorporate more
of that into my daughter’s lunches. Turns out my daughter LOVES CELERY and
carrots….a huge bonus we were not expecting. I am not lying when I say my daughter
will request fruit/veggies for dessert when she would normally have chosen a “sweet.”
The impact this has had on my daughter is just amazing and I am so proud of her for
making good food choices….not to mention, eternally grateful to Faith Academy for
their efforts to provide good choices. In a world where it is easier to be convenient and

artificial, Faith Academy believes so strongly about its mission to provide preservativefree food choices that it goes without saying just how much they feel about each child’s
wellbeing.
Without a doubt we made the best decision to move our daughter here, where she
can continue to grow and flourish in a nurturing environment.
Respectfully,

